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Details of Resource Person

Name: Dr. Srinivasan. Vathsal

Designation: EX Professor EEE IARE, Dundigal
Hyderabad 500043

The resource person explained the history of IP, and gives the details on World IPR roles and functions. He discussed the details of filing patent and his applications, copyright applications etc. He also discussed on trademark application, design application and scheme facilitating startups IP protection. He explained about Intellectual Property (IP) encourages innovation, drives economic growth and creates a support system to generate employment. It helps in protecting both consumer and manufacturer interests and helps in generating break through solutions to global challenges. This contributes enormously to National and State economics. Various industries across our economy rely on the adequate enforcement of their patents, trademarks and copyrights. Consumers use IP to ensure they are purchasing safe, guaranteed products

We believe IP rights are worth protecting, both domestically and abroad. The resource person created an interest in IPR by stressing on the support that IPR plays in high paying jobs. He discussed the IP intensive industries employ over 55 million Americans and hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Jobs in IP intensive industries are expected to grow faster over the next decade. IP plays an important role in driving Alternate Energy and Green Technology with the aim of improving energy security. From household goods to heavy machines, all come under the IPR regulations by foreign companies and the consumer pays heavy price to use such products. IPR cuts both ways, it promotes rights and monopolies. India has been benefitting from the IP Law. IPR in India is safely protected and controlled by well established statutory and judicial framework. Apart from this there are many attorneys and law firms of IP in India. A patent describes an invention for which the inventor claims the exclusive right. Copyright grants protection to the unique expression of ideas.
The event was conducted in association with MHRD at institute in online and students attending the talk in various sections.